
UNDERSTANDING

Veneers and Solid Woods
FOR ACOUSTICAL CEILING AND WALL SYSTEMS



Natural and Reconstituted Veneers, 
and Solid Woods

Achieving your visual aesthetic goals involves many important 
considerations. To help you specify accurately, let’s explore the 
various options CertainTeed Architectural wood portfolio affords you 
when choosing the right natural or reconstituted veneer, as well as 
solid woods to realize your design vision.  

Project: Adobe HQ | © Emily Hagopian

Architect: Gensler

Location: San Jose, CA, USA

Product: Decoustics Quadrillo® Panels

Material: Rift Cut, Slip Match White Oak Veneer (VRO) 

Finish: Custom Stain
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   Select the right material based on how solid 
wood and veneer is processed

   Choose from popular solid wood and veneer 
options or specify an exclusive material

   Stain-match other project materials  
and finishes

   Customize the sheen from matte to  
satin to gloss

   Tailor to your color pallet with  
opaque stains and paints
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Project: Emerson Auditorium  |  Steve Hall © Heidrich Blessing

Architect: Fox Architects 

Location: St. Louis, MO, USA

Product: Decoustics Quadrillo® Panels

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Cherry Veneer (VQC)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)
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The appearance of the grain as well as the final finished wood products, 
like acoustical panels and planks, begins with how the wood is processed. 

Each log is processed for the particular cut desired and sliced into veneer leaves. This collection of leaves is 
called a flitch, with leaves ordered as they were sliced. Each flitch has unique qualities like coloration, grain 
pattern, figuring, and sizing—which varies by the size of the log harvested. The number of leaves, or yield, 
from each flitch varies.

Veneer Slicing and Grain Pattern

QUARTERED VENEERS

Also known as Quarter Slice or Quarter Cut,  
this veneer flitch slicing yields veneer leaves  
with a straight, pin-striped grain. Grain patterns and  
tones are generally consistent within any given flitch, but can vary from flitch to flitch. 
Quartered Veneers typically carry a premium over Plain Slice and Rotary Slice veneers.

PLAIN SLICE VENEERS

Veneer slicing creates leaves with a 
randomly curved cathedral grain. 
Grain patterns and tones vary within 
a given flitch and between flitches.

LEAF

BOOK (FLITCH)
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BLADE

RIFT CUT VENEERS

These leaves are similar to Quartered 
Veneers, but are cut at an angle less than 
45 degrees perpendicular to the growth 
rings, to reduce flake patterns common 
to Oaks and other species. Grain patterns 
and tones are generally consistent within 
any given piece, but can vary from flitch 
to flitch. Rift Cut veneers typically carry 
a premium over Quartered, Plain Slice, 
and Rotary Slice veneers.

ROTARY SLICE VENEERS

Rotating the length of a log against a fixed 
blade creates a more-or-less continuous sheet 
of veneer with an accentuated plain sliced 
grain appearance. Rotary Slice Veneers are 
commonly used in the production of plywood 
products or budget-friendly door facings due 
to its inconsistent appearance. Some species 
with less grain and color variation, such as 
maple or birch, can be aesthetically pleasing 
in architectural applications.

BLADE

CUT
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Project: Federal Home Loan Bank | © Colin Miller

Architect: Switzer

Location: New York, NY, USA

Products: Rondolo Micro-Perforated Panels (M1)

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Walnut Veneer (VQW)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)6



Veneer Matching and Lay Up

The appearance of a wood ceiling or wall is significantly influenced 
by the way the veneer leaves are matched and laid up on a panel. 
Two common methods for matching adjacent veneer leaves include:

BOOK MATCH

ADDITIONAL MATCHING 
AND LAY UP STYLES 

SLIP MATCH

Book matching creates a mirror image of each veneer 
leaf, creating cathedral or flamed arches accentuating the 
veneers natural grain pattern and variation frequently 
used in acoustical panels and planks and commonly seen 
in natural, solid wood cabinet faces or furniture. Matching can also refer to the size of 

leaves used, how the leaves’ patterns 
are matched between panels, and 
how leaves are matched along the 
grain pattern (as opposed to against 
the grain, like book and slip matching). 

More commonly seen in architectural 
millwork, matching styles like End 
Matching, Balance Matching, Panel 
Matching, and Sequencing typically 
carry a premium as material yields are 
lower, require additional factory labor, 
require precise and error-free 
installation, and cannot be exactly 
replicated should a panel need to be 
replaced after installation.

See Glossary of Common Terms for 
additional information.

Slip matching is typically used with Quartered and Rift Cut 
Veneers as it creates a desirable repeating grain pattern. 
Because the grain is oriented the same, the slip matched 
veneer reflects light uniformly and minimizes the visual 
distortion known as “barber poling”.
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Variances in Natural Wood Veneers

Shade, grain, and figure vary naturally in every wood species. 
Therefore, the appearance of each panel and plank will as well vary 
slightly from one another across a full ceiling or wall application. 

Project: OhioCAT HQ | © Studio 66 LLC

Architect: Marous Brothers Construction

Location: Broadview Heights, OH, USA

Products: Perforated Panels (P3)

Material: Plain Slice, Book Match Beech Veneer (VEB)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)8



Project: YYC/Calgary International Airport | © Jeffery Totaro

Architect: Dialog Design

Location: Calgary, AB, Canada

Products: Solo 16 Acoustic Planks (G2)

Material: Vertical Grain, Slip Match Douglas Fir Veneer (VVD)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0) 9



Natural veneers  
vary and, over time, 
mature. Variation  
in color tones can 
establish mood and 
visual interest.

Project: Algonquin College | © Tom Arban Photography Inc.

Architects: Diamond Schmitt Architects, Edward J. Cuhaci and Associates

Location: Location: Ottawa, ON, Canada

Product: Decoustics Custom Perforated Panels

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Birch Veneer (VQI)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)
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Project: OhioCAT HQ | © Studio 66 LLC

Architect: Marous Brothers Construction

Location: Broadview Heights, OH, USA

Products: Perforated Panels (P3)

Material: Plain Slice, Book Match Beech Veneer (VEB)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)

Wood ceilings  
and walls provide 
acoustic treatment 
and a direct tie  
to nature 

Project: Donald Danforth Plant Science Center

Architect: Christner | © Fentress Photography

Location: St. Louis, MO, USA

Products: Solo 32 Grooved (G3) Panels

Material: Narrow Band Bamboo Caramel Veneer (BNC)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)

Project: Algonquin College | © Tom Arban Photography Inc.

Architects: Diamond Schmitt Architects, Edward J. Cuhaci and Associates

Location: Location: Ottawa, ON, Canada

Product: Decoustics Custom Perforated Panels

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Birch Veneer (VQI)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)
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Project: Brushton-Moira Central School District | © Gene Avallone

Architect: SEI Design Group

Location: Brushton, NY, USA

Product: Convex (XR) Canopies

Material: Reconstituted Quartered Walnut Veneer (RWN)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)

   First-quality and repurposed wood veneer leaves are collected from natural wood logs 

   The veneer leaves are processed, sorted, and then pressed into reconstituted logs

   Reconstituted logs are sliced to create a visually consistent, engineered wood veneer

Real Wood, Repurposed

Manmade from sustainable, natural wood veneers, reconstituted veneers 
provide the aesthetic of the desired species with greater visual consistency.

First-quality and scrap wood veneer leaves are collected from the specific, desired species and paired 
with veneers from sustainable wood species. The veneers are dyed, jumbled, crushed and sorted to create 
a consistent color profile. The sorted veneers are pressed into reconstituted logs then sliced into veneers 
with greater visual consistency than veneers sliced from one species or specific log.
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Project: Air Lease | © Eric Laignel

Architect: HOK

Location: Los Angeles, CA, USA

Product: Decoustics Quadrillo® Panels

Material: Reconstituted Quartered White Oak (RRO)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)
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Subtle variations 
in reconstituted 
wood veneer 
contribute to its 
realistic uniform 
appearance.

Project: Brushton-Moira Central School District | © Gene Avallone

Architect: SEI Design Group

Location: Brushton, NY, USA

Product: Convex (XR) Canopies

Material: Reconstituted Quartered Walnut Veneer (RWN)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)
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Project: Brushton-Moira Central School District | © Gene Avallone

Architect: SEI Design Group

Location: Brushton, NY, USA

Product: Convex (XR) Canopies

Material: Reconstituted Quartered Walnut Veneer (RWN)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)

5 Whys: Reconstituted 
Wood Veneers

   Earth-Friendly—veneers maximize the 
amount of wood each tree provides 

   Variety—choose from almost any 
species, color, or grain

 
  Uniformity—create impressive, natural 
looking visuals with greater consistency 
between panels

   Budget-Friendly—achieve exotic wood 
looks without the expense

   Design-Friendly—adapt and vary panel 
sizes to suit your need

Project: Air Lease | © Eric Laignel

Architect: HOK

Location: Los Angeles, CA, USA

Product: Decoustics Quadrillo® Panels

Material: Reconstituted Quartered White Oak (RRO)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0) 15



Solid Wood: How It’s Made

The visual attributes of lumber are a direct result of the way the wood is cut.

QUARTER SAWN

Quarter Sawn lumber boards yield 
a radial grain—as well as more 
waste—and are typically narrower 
than Plain Sawn boards. The rings 
fall in the 60-90° range of the 
board face.

PLAIN SAWN

Also referred to as Flat Sawn, 
this familiar cut minimizes 
waste and usually produces a 
cathedral pattern. Commonly 
called a tangential grain 
because the rings are 30° or 
less to the board face.

RIFT SAWN

Also producing a radial grain, Rift 
Sawn lumber is a premium cut 
because a consistent 45° grain 
result, required to reduce flake,  
is more difficult to achieve and 
reduces material yield. A variety 
of rift sawing methods are used, 
which achieve the same result. 

VERTICAL GRAIN

Typically available for softwoods, 
when appearance is paramount—
and sturdiness is high on the 
desired attributes list—milling a 
larger log with a mix of Quarter 
and Rift cuts produces the 
distinctive Vertical Grain.
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Project:  Center for Innovations in Medical Professions, Cleveland State University  |  © Jeff Goldberg/Esto

Architects: Pelli Clarke Pelli

Location: Cleveland, OH, USA

Products: Panelized Linear (L4)

Material: Solid Wood, Softwood, Mixed Grain Douglas Fir (WDM)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0) 17



Materials and Finishes

COLORS AND FINISHES
A wide variety of solid wood and veneer species, cuts, and matches are available. Additional custom materials, laminates, and color matching
are also available upon request. Actual shades or grains may vary; request a sample for more accurate finish portrayal. Solid wood and veneer  
species are shown with a clear finish and top coat. The three character species code is followed by the single character finish code.  
For example: Solid Poplar (WPL) in an Oat finish (D) is WPLD. Species below shown with clear finish (0).

Additional veneer species, stains, color matching and finishes are available upon request. 
Please see catalog for more options or contact your local sales representative to get started.

SOLID WOODS 

STAINS AND FINISHES
Clear finish available standard on all solid woods and veneers. All finishes and stains are available  
standard on Hemlock Mixed Grain (WHM) and Poplar (WPL) solid woods.

Standard Species and Stain Combinations
 • Plain Slice Cherry (VPC): Merlot (I) and Auburn (H)
 • Plain Slice Walnut (VPW): Coffee (C)
 • Plain Slice Maple (VMP): Patina (A)
 • Reconstituted Quartered Maple (RMC): Patina (A)

VENEERS

Hardwoods

Hazel (L) Oat (D) Auburn (H) Merlot (I) Coffee (C) Opaque White (5)Clear (0) Patina (A) Sepia (J)

Plain Slice Veneers

Plain Slice Natural
Cherry (VPC0)

Plain Slice
Mahogany (VPM0)

Plain Slice Maple
(VMP0)

Plain Slice Red Oak
(VPR0)

Plain Slice White Oak
(VPO0)

Plain Slice Walnut
(VPW0)

Plain Slice Ash
(VAS0)

Plain Slice Anigre
(VPA0)

Plain Slice European
Beech (VEB0)

Quartered and Rift Cut Veneers

Quartered Cherry
(VQC0)

Quartered Mahogany
(VQK0)

Quartered Maple
(VQM0)

Rift Cut Red Oak
(VRR0)

Rift Cut White Oak
(VRO0)

Quartered Walnut
(VQW0)

Quartered White Ash
(VQA0)

Quartered Anigre
(VQN0)

Quartered Beech
(VQB0)

Reconstituted Quartered Veneers  Engineered to deliver a uniform appearance across an installation

Quartered White Oak
(RRO0)

Quartered Teak
(RWT0)

Quartered Blonde
(RQB0)

Narrow Cane Bamboo
Caramel (BNC0)

Narrow Cane Bamboo
Natural (BNN0)

Quartered Walnut
(RWN0)

Quartered Cherry
(RRC0)

Quartered Maple
(RMC0)

Bamboo Veneers

Finishes shown on Solid Poplar. Clear finish available standard on all products. 

Softwoods Texture Sawn Solid Woods

Maple
(WMP0)

Red Oak
(WRO0)

White Oak
(WWO0)

Walnut
(WWN0)

Poplar
(WPL0)

Cherry
(WCH0)

Ash
(WAS0)

Basswood
(WBA0)

Beech
(WBE0)

ST
AN

DA
RD

Western Red Cedar
(WRC0)

Texture Sawn 
Hemlock (WSH0)

Texture Sawn Red 
Cedar (WSC0)

Texture Sawn Walnut
(WTW0)

Douglas Fir Mixed Grain
(WDM0)

Douglas Fir Vertical
Grain (WVD0)

Hemlock Vertical
Grain (WHV0)

Hemlock Mixed Grain
(WHM0)

ST
AN

DA
RD
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Project: White and Case LLP  |  © Eric Laignel

Architects: HOK, HYL Architecture

Location: New York, NY, USA

Products: Solo 32 (G3) Grooved Panels

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Anigre (VQN)

Finish: Custom Stain

   Certified to be compliant with CDPH Standard Method V1.2 for VOC emissions* 

   Many products available to deliver excellent acoustical performance—some with greater than 0.90 NRC

   Products are tested to ASTM E84 and CAN-ULC/S-102 standards

   Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) – certified available (FSC-C151918)

   Veneered products are manufactured using TSCA Title VI and NAF composite wood substrates* 

* Select products and materials may not be  
available certified or NAF

Responsible, Sustainable, and Practical

With responsible Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) - certified  
materials available, product options with high recycled content, and 
health-conscious components, our wood line is a sustainable, 
wellness-focused design solution.

FSC® AVAILABLE 
ON REQUEST

FIRE RATING:  
TESTED PER ASTM E84  

CAN/ULC-S102

LOW-EMITTING MATERIALS/ 
LOW VOC (CDPH/EHLB/ 

STANDARD METHOD VERSION 
1.2, 2017) 

19



Glossary of Common Terms

BAMBOO VENEER: created from a process similar 
to that of Reconstituted Veneers, bamboo strips 
are laminated into blocks and sliced into veneers; 
bamboo is an evergreen perennial plants and the 
largest member of the grass family; typically seen 
with vertical or quarter cut grain patterns with 
narrow or wide bands of grain

BALANCE MATCHING: veneer leaves of the same 
width are matched to give a symmetrical visual. 
(See also “Veneer Matching”)

“BARBER POLING”: An alternating light and dark 
appearance sometimes observed in book matched 
lay up and most prominent in Rift and Quarter Cut 
Veneers. Slip matching reduces the condition but 
alters the grain appearance of the material.  
(See also “Flake”, “Medullary Rays”, “Rift Cut Veneer/
Rift Sawn Lumber”) 

BOOK MATCHING: creates a mirror image of each 
veneer leaf, creating cathedral or flamed arches 
accentuating the veneers natural grain pattern and 
variation commonly seen in natural, solid wood cabinet 
faces or furniture. (See also “Veneer Matching”)

BUNDLE: Veneer leaves cut from a flitch containing 
24 or 32 consecutive leaves. (See also “Leaf”, “Flitch”)

CHARACTER MARKS: Unique markings like flake, 
knots, mineral streaks, and other natural variations 
in boards or veneers which contribute to the 
character and authenticity of the material. All 
natural boards and veneers will have character 
marks, more or less prevalent in different species 
of wood. (See also “Flake”, “Medullary Rays”)

CUT: The slicing method of veneer from a log. The 
cut of the log determines the grain pattern, 
appearance of character marks like flake, and other 
characteristics. The material yield is heavily impacted 
by the desired cut, and different cuts from the same 
log will have entirely different characteristics.  
(See also “Quartered Veneer/Quarter Sawn Lumber”, 
“Plain Slice Veneer/Plain Sawn Lumber”, “Rift Cut 
Veneer/Rift Sawn Lumber”, “Rotary Slice Veneers”, 
and “Vertical Grain Lumber”)

EDGEBAND: Thin veneer strips used to face the 
exposed edges of panel substrates like Medium 
Density Fiberboard, Particle Board, or Plywood. 

END MATCHING: Veneer matching commonly 
used with highly figured veneers and veneers with 
burls and crotches, leaves are book matched both 
widthwise and lengthwise (book-and-butt) to 
accentuate the veneer’s visual interest  
(See also “Veneer Matching”)

FIGURE: The natural colors, grains, character 
marks, and other distinctive naturally occurring 
features of a board or veneer.  Figure varies from 
species to species, tree to tree, log to log, and 
occasionally flitch to flitch. The cut or slice of the 
material impacts how figuring appears.  
(See also “Grain”, “Flake”)

FLAKE: Also known as Fleck. Character marks 
from Medullary Rays which appear in species like 
Oak in Quartered veneers or Quarter Sawn lumber. 
(See also “Medullary Rays”, “Rift Cut”)

FLITCH: The section of log from which veneer 
leaves are cut; also refers to the “book” of veneer 
leaves arranged in the order they were sliced from 
the log section. Flitches vary in size (both width 
and length), color, grain, and figure, even from the 
same species or log. (See also “Leaf”, “Bundles”)

GRAIN: The pattern formed by trees’ annual growth 
rings.  Grain patterns vary by species, where the tree 
was harvested from, the speed at which a tree 
grows, and many other factors. Grain patterns in 
boards and veneers also vary by how the tree was 
cut, sawn, or sliced. (See also “Cut”, “Figure”)

LEAF (LEAVES): a slice of veneer from a flitch. 
(See also “Flitch”, “Bundles”)

MEDULLARY RAYS:  character marks which run 
vertically through a tree perpendicular to the 
growth rings. Quartering a species like Oak results 
in a flake pattern on the veneer or board from the 
Medullary Rays. (See also “Flake”, “Rift Cut”)
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Project: Mount Si High School | © Benjamin Benschneider

Architects: NAC

Location: Snoqualmie, WA, USA 

Products: Panelized Linear (L2) 

Material: Solid Wood, Softwood, Mixed Grain Douglas Fir (WDM) 

Finish: Custom Stain, Clear Topcoat (S) 21



Project: Federal Home Loan Bank | © Colin Miller

Architect: Switzer

Location: Jersey City, NJ, USA

Product: Rondolo Micro-Perforated Panels (M1)

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Walnut (VQW)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)

Project: Lubber Run Community Center | © Studio 66 LLC

Architects: VMDO

Location: Arlington, VA, USA 

Products: Narrow Reveal Edge Panels, 6mm Perforations (P3)

Material: Rotary Cut Veneers, White Maple (VRM)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)
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Project: Federal Home Loan Bank | © Colin Miller

Architect: Switzer

Location: Jersey City, NJ, USA

Product: Rondolo Micro-Perforated Panels (M1)

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Walnut (VQW)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)

PANEL MATCHING: leaves are assembled and matched 
specifically to the face of the panel to more consistently 
match from panel to panel; the veneer face is typically 
centered on the panel, known as Center Matching, often 
done in concert with Balance Matching

PLAIN SLICE VENEERS/PLAIN SAWN LUMBER: 
Veneer slicing or lumber sawing that creates material 
with a randomly curved, cathedral grain. Grain 
patterns and tones vary within a given veneer or 
board and between pieces. (See also “Cut”)

PLEASING MATCH: Veneer matching done solely by 
color, reducing the amount of color variation. Grain 
patterns are randomized. (See also “Veneer Matching”)

QUARTERED VENEER/QUARTER SAWN LUMBER: 
Also known as Quarter Slice or Quarter Cut for 
veneers and Quarter Sawn for lumber, this method  
of slicing or sawing yields material with straight, 
pin-striped grain. Grain patterns and tones are 
generally consistent within any given log. Quartered 
boards veneers and boards typically carry a premium over 
Plain Slice and Rotary Slice veneers. (See also “Cut”)

RANDOM MATCHING: the most cost effective and 
material-efficient method, veneers are matched as 
though randomly stacked leaf by leave with limited 
consideration to color or grain resulting in a rustic or 
casual board-like visual. (See also “Veneer Matching”)

RECONSTITUTED: Engineered veneers or boards 
manufactured from natural first-quality and scrap 
wood veneers first processed through methods like 
crushing and dyeing, reassembled (or “reconstituted”) 
into logs, then sliced into veneers. Reconstituted 
veneers have very consistent color and grain pattern. 
They are most commonly available to replicate 
quartered and rift cut veneers, but also available  
in a variety of cuts.

RIFT CUT VENEERS/RIFT SAWN LUMBER: Similar  
to Quartered Veneer or Quarter Sawn Lumber, but 
cut at an angle less than 45 degrees perpendicular  
to the growth rings to reduce flake patterns common 
to Oaks and other species. Grain patterns and tones 
are generally consistent within any given flitch or 
board. Rift Cut materials typically carry a premium 
over other cutting or sawing methods  
(See also “Cut”, “Flake”, “Medullary Rays”)

SEQUENCE MATCHING OR SEQUENCING: veneer 
leaves are ordered as they were sliced from the flitch 
and the log and create a face for the panel from first 
leaf to last leaf; panels can be sequenced (“Panel 
Sequencing”) from the resulting material, however, 
the number of panels which can be sequenced is 
limited to the log and the number of leaves able to  
be produced. (See also “Veneer Matching”)

SLIP MATCHING: Typically used with Quartered and 
Rift Cut Veneers as it creates a desirable repeating 
grain pattern. Because the grain is oriented the same, 
the slip matched veneer reflects light uniformly and 
minimizes the visual distortion known as “barber 
poling”. (See also “Veneer Matching”)

SPECIFICATION: The requirements for a given 
product which include the materials and related 
parameters thereof to be used on a given project, 
typically originating from architects and designers.  

VENEER MATCHING: The method for which veneer 
leaves are arranged to be adhered to substrate or 
panel. (See also “Balance Matching”, “Book Matching”, 
“End Matching”, “Random Matching”, “Sequence 
Matching”, “Slip Matching”, 

VERTICAL GRAIN LUMBER: Typically, available  
for softwoods like Douglas Fir and Hemlock, this 
sawing method produces a mix of Quartered and  
Rift boards with greater sturdiness in softwoods  
than Plain Sawing. (See also “Cut”, Quartered Veneer/
Quarter Sawn Lumber”)

Glossary of Common Terms

Project: Lubber Run Community Center | © Studio 66 LLC

Architects: VMDO

Location: Arlington, VA, USA 

Products: Narrow Reveal Edge Panels, 6mm Perforations (P3)

Material: Rotary Cut Veneers, White Maple (VRM)

Finish: Clear Topcoat (0)
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Project: White and Case LLP | © Eric Laignel

Architects: HOK, HYL Architecture

Location: New York, NY, USA

Product: Solo 16 (G2) Grooved Panels

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Anigre (VQN)

Finish: Custom Stain

FRONT COVER IMAGE 4
Project: Capital One Block B | © Helmuth Humphrey – Apertures Inc.

Architect: HKS Inc.

Location: McLean, VA, USA

Products: Decoustics Ceilencio® Panels, Solo 8 (G1) Grooved Panels

Material: Quarter Cut, Slip Match Maple (VQM)

Finish: Custom Stain (S)

To begin creating with our entire  
wood and wood veneer portfolio, visit 

certainteed.com/wood


